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 We have quantitatively investigated a periodic nanostructure exposure process by electron 
beam lithography (EBL).  The targeted applications are nano- to micro-electromechanical 
systems (NEMS/MEMS), nanophotonics, surface plasmonic structures, and metamaterials.  It 
is confirmed that the character projection (CP) method can obtain both high throughput and 
high resolution simultaneously as compared with the variable-shaped beam (VSB) method.  We 
used square, triangular, and octagonal CP stencil masks to realize a nanohole array (NHA) 
of 10.4 mm2 area.  The holes were placed in both square and hexagonal grid configurations.  
We measured the hole patterns by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning probe 
microscopy (SPM).  Also, the effect of NHA size variation was measured on the basis of optical 
absorption spectra obtained using a system consisting of an optical microscope and a spectrum 
analyzer.  The spectrum variation was confirmed to be in good agreement with the local size 
variation; identically fabricated NHAs showed identical spectra.  It is therefore possible to 
control the nanometric critical dimensions by using NHAs as process indicators.

1. Introduction

 Electron beam lithography (EBL) is an essential research and development tool for recent 
very large scale integrated circuits (VLSI), nano- to micro-electromechanical systems (NEMS/
MEMS), nanophotonics, surface plasmonic structures, and metamaterials.  To bridge the gap 
from research to industrial use, manufacturers require both high throughput and high resolution 
for lithography.  If a high-throughput EBL technology with wafer-level patterning is achieved, 
a new production scheme with a short turnaround time and a high degree of design flexibility 
will be realized.  Towards this end, high-throughput EBL methods have been developed.  One 
method is the variable-shaped beam (VSB) method.  As shown in Fig. 1(a), the VSB method 
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uses size-variable rectangular electron beam (EB) patterns instead of the Gaussian-shaped beam 
used in classical machines.  The VSB method is compatible with the traditional LSI design 
employing rectangular devices and orthogonal connections.  An alternative is the character (or 
cell) projection (CP) method.  As shown in Fig. 1(b), stencil mask patterns preinstalled in the 
machine are used instead of VSB rectangles.  The CP and VSB methods can be combined to 
draw larger patterns such as optical race tracks.(1,2) 
 Since the 2000s, such new technology has become accessible at open platforms such as 
nanotechnology platform nanofabrication sites.  In 2019, two nanofabrication sites at Kyoto 
University and The University of Tokyo (UTokyo) providing EBL facilities employing the 
VSB and CP methods were opened to the public for R&D.  The UTokyo Nanofabrication site, 
operated by VLSI Design and Education Center (VDEC) in collaboration with the School of 
Engineering, consists of a total of 600 m2 of cleanrooms of U.S.  Federal classes 1, 100, 1000 
Super Cleanroom (SCR) located in the Takeda Sentanchi Building.  Two EBL systems are 
available for direct chip, 2 to 8 inch wafer, and 5 inch photomask writing.  One EBL system 
is an ADVANTEST F5112-VD01 system installed in 2004, which supports the VSB method.  
The other is an ADVANTEST F7000S-VD02 system installed in 2013, which supports both 
the CP and VSB methods.  Through the open use of these systems, we have experimentally 
found that new applications such as photonic and surface plasmon devices, and metamaterials 
require not only rectangular patterns but also precise nanometer-scale patterns such as circles 
and triangular shapes.  The users of these systems critically require smooth pattern edges for 
realizing high device quality.  To achieve such “ideal” shapes, the VSB method needs a number 
of very small rectangular shots with a rectangle height of as small as 10 nm, as shown in Fig. 
2(b).  Therefore, the exposure time is greatly increased.  Increasing the rectangle height in the 

Fig. 1. (Color online) General high-throughput EB exposure methods: (a) variable-shaped beam (VSB) and (b) 
character (or cell) projection (CP) methods.

(a) (b)
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VSB method results in pixel-like artifacts on oblique and curved edges.  Such artifacts degrade 
device performance.  In contrast, the CP method can be used for the single-shot exposure of 
stencils regardless of the complexity of the pattern, thus, achieving both a high throughput and a 
fine shape.  For this reason, an increasing number of researchers are now using the CP method.
 Evaluating the pattern quality is equally important as exposure.  The standard evaluation 
methods are used for measurement by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning 
probe microscopy (SPM) techniques such as atomic force microscopy.  Although these methods 
can be used to directly measure drawn structures, some problems exist such as artifacts due 
to charge-up and a tradeoff between the resolution and the observation area.  As a method of 
simultaneously obtaining measurements and local shape quality information over a large area, 
we proposed an optical measurement technique for nanohole array (NHA) test structures(3–9) as 
shown in Fig. 3.  The extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) phenomenon occurs through an 
NHA; the light of a certain wavelength tunnels to the other side of the surface through holes as 
a result of the light coupling to the surface plasmon.
 In this study, we investigated the NHA fabrication process in terms of throughput and 
pattern quality using F7000S-VD02.  NHA arrays having several different hole shapes, sizes, 
placement lattice configurations, and distances were designed and fabricated on a 40-nm-thick 
aluminum thin film on a 525-µm-thick quartz substrate.  The NHA was exposed to VSB and 
CP and the pattern variations due to the exposure and proximity effect correction (PEC) were 
compared by SEM, SPM, and optical color profile measurement.

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Target patterns and examples of pattern approximation by (b) VSB and (c) CP methods.
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2. NHA Test Structure Design

2.1 Design and pattern conversion of NHAs

 We designed a periodic nanostructure with triangular, octagonal, and square holes using 
computer-aided design (CAD) software.  The patterns were exported to graphic database 
system II (GDSII) stream format data and then converted into the format accepted by our EB 
machine (BEF20 format for the F7000S-VD02 EB writer) using conversion software (GenISys 
Beamer(10)).  The sizes of the triangular (atri), octagonal (ao), and square (asq) holes were 
varied from 50 to 270 nm with a pitch of 10 nm.  The period of each array (ptrihex, pohex, posq, 
psqhex) was twice the hole size (2atri, 2ao, 2ao, 2asq) (see Fig. 3).  The shapes had a one-to-one 
relationship with the corresponding CP stencil pattern; the 200 nm square was composed of a 2 
× 2 array of 100 nm square CP patterns.  The same patterns (triangular, octagonal, and square 
holes) were also composed of rectangles with a height of 10 nm in the VSB method.  
 During the conversion, PEC(11,12) was also considered.  When fabricating a mixture of micro- 
and nanopatterns, EB scattering in both the forward and backward scattering processes must 
be taken into account.  The dose of each nanopattern depends on the size of the structure and 
its periodicity; therefore, PEC is indispensable when various periodic structures are exposed 
simultaneously.  PEC was performed using the same conversion software (Beamer).  PEC 
resulted in a dose ratio of 1.3 between the edge and the center of the exposure area for patterns 
with the 200-nm-size, 400-nm-pitch square holes, octagonal hole hexagonal array, and octagon 
hole square array.  The 200-nm-size, 400-nm-pitch triangular holes with PEC had a dose ratio 
of 1.44.  Four sets of converted patterns on the same substrate were exposed to CP or VSB for 
conversion with or without PEC.

(a)

Fig. 3. (Color) Design of Al surface plasmon filter: (a) Al surface plasmon color filter, (b) hexagonal array of 
triangular holes, (c) hexagonal array of octagonal holes, (d) square array of octagonal holes, and (e) hexagonal array 
of square holes.

(b) (c)

(d) (e)
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2.2 Shot number and exposure time comparison between CP and VSB methods

 We estimated and compared the shot number exposure time over a 10 × 10 cm2 area 
for octagonal and triangular holes by the VSB and CP methods.  To expose octagonal and 
triangular hole patterns of 200 nm size, the total shot number reduction ratios of CP/VSB were 
calculated to be 0.077 and 0.056, respectively.  On the one hand, the total CP shot numbers were 
identical to the hole numbers in the CAD design.  On the other hand, to realize an oblique shape 
with the VSB method, the software converted the pattern into many thin rectangles; therefore, 
the shot number was larger for triangles (because the pattern contains only oblique shapes) than  
for octagons (because the pattern includes large rectangles).  The exposure times of octagonal 
and triangular holes in the VSB method for a 10 × 10 cm2 area were estimated to be 1152230 s 
(approximately 320 h) and 1575920 s (approximately 437 h), respectively.  In contrast, the 
exposure times of octagonal and triangular holes in the CP method were estimated to be 174432 
s (approximately 48 h) and 175900 s (approximately 48 h), respectively.  The exposure time 
reduction ratios of CP/VSB for octagonal and triangular holes were 0.15 and 0.11, respectively.  
In conclusion, the CP method can reduce the exposure time by a factor of 6 to 9.

3. Experiment and Discussion

3.1 Aluminum NHA fabrication

 Aluminum was chosen for the simplicity of the process.  We fabricated Al NHAs by the 
following procedure: 40-nm-thick Al0.99Si0.01 was sputtered onto a 525-µm-thick, 4-inch quartz 
wafer using an ULVAC SIH-450 system.  EB resist (ZEP-520A-7) was spin-coated at 6000 rpm 
for 60 s to a thickness of 200 nm.  The arrays were exposed to CP or VSB at a standard dose of 
105 µC/cm2 at 50 kV.  The machine used for exposure (F7000S-VD02) divided the total dose 
by a factor of three (35 µC/cm2 each) and exposure was performed three times (so-called three-
pass writing) to avoid excess heating and possible resist evaporation in the chamber (prone 
to contamination) resulting from high-current, high-dose exposure on a glass substrate.  The 
sample was developed in a standard developer (ZED-N50) for 60 s and rinsed twice in ZED-B.  
The hole patterns were transferred to Al by inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching 
(ICP-RIE, ULVAC NE-550) under the following conditions: an ICP coil radio frequency (RF) 
power of 400 W, a substrate bias power of 50 W, 15 sccm Cl2 gas, 15 sccm BCl3 gas, an etching 
pressure of 0.5 Pa, and heat transfer tape pasted on a silicon carrier wafer.  The etching rate of 
Al was 300 nm/min.  After etching, the resist mask was removed by an EB resist remover (ZDMAC) 
on a hot plate at 80  ℃.

3.2 Microscopy observation 

 We observed the sample with a microscope (STM6, Olympus Corp.) as shown in Fig. 4.  
Photographs were taken with a digital camera (D5300, Nikon Corp.) attached to the microscope 
with the sample illuminated from underneath with the light bulb of the microscope.  The NHA 
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size was smaller than the wavelength of visible light transmitted for NHAs as small as 50 nm.  
Depending on the hole shape, size, placement, and conversion method, different colors were 
observed.
 Among the 23 different hole sizes in Fig. 4, we investigated the a = 200 nm samples in detail.  
We define a unique ID number using the following notation: (hole shape)-(hole placement)-
(conversion).  The hole shape is either square (SQ), octagonal (O), or triangular (Tri).  The 
hole placement is either a square (sq) or hexagonal (hex) grid.  The conversion modes are VSB 
without PEC (VSB), VSB with PEC (VSBPEC), CP without PEC (CP), and CP with PEC (CPPEC).  
For example, the ID of square holes in a hexagonal grid fabricated by the VSB method without 
PEC is SQ-hex-VSB.  
 Table 1 shows a summary of the microscopy images of light transmitted through each 
pattern.  Two observations can be made: (1) The color is uniform throughout the pattern area (200 
× 200 µm2), thereby indicating uniform exposure and etching.  (2) The patterns may have the 
same or different colors, depending on the conversion method of the VSB, VSBPEC, CP, and 
CPPEC methods.  An effect of the submicron-scale pattern shape and size is suggested.

Fig. 4. (Color) Transmission images of fabricated nanopatterns with measured samples in red-line rectangles: (a) 
VSB and (b) CP methods.

(a) (b)
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3.3 Absorption spectrum measurement

 To quantitatively analyze the NHA optical property, absorption spectra were measured.  
As shown in Fig. 5(a), optical measurement was performed using a system consistency of an 
optical microscope (BX50, Olympus Corp.) and a spectrometer (FLAME-S, Ocean Optics Inc.) 
with an optical fiber attached.  Both transmission and reflection spectra were taken.  First, 
the transmission intensity spectrum of an NHA, ItNHA(λ), the “open” transmission spectrum 
of quartz, Iopen(λ), the reflection spectrum of the NHA, IrNHA(λ), and the reference reflection 
spectrum Ishort(λ) of thick aluminum on a quartz were obtained, and the background was 
subtracted.  Then, the normalized transmission and reflection spectra were calculated for 
all wavelengths using ηt(λ) = ItNHA(λ) / Iopen(λ) and ηr(λ) = IrNHA(λ) / Ishort(λ), respectively.  
Considering the fact that the incident light must be transmitted, reflected, or absorbed, the 
normalized absorbance spectrum ηa(λ)  was calculated as ηa(λ) = 1 − ηt(λ) − ηr(λ).  The sample 
was illuminated with a built-in tungsten lamp in the effective wavelength range from 450 to 750 
nm.
 Figure 6 shows the absorption spectra of four configurations.  As shown in Fig. 6(a), the 
spectra of SQ-hex-VSBPEC, SQ-hex-CP, and SQ-hex-CPPEC were similar.  This suggests that 
these NHAs were identically fabricated.  Also, the spectrum of SQ-hex-VSB showed the lowest 
absorbance and its shape was different from those of the other three configurations, suggesting 
that the hole size was different.  The absorption spectra were also similar for O-sq-VSB and 
O-sq-VSBPEC and for Tri-hex-VSBPEC and Tri-hex-CPPEC.  This suggests that these samples 
were also identically fabricated.

Table 1
(Color) Transparent color image of each pattern. The square size is 200 × 200 µm2.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (Color) Obtained absorption spectra for NHA samples.

Fig. 5. (Color) Absorption spectral measurement: (a) setup and (b) principle.
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3.4 Validation of absorption spectrum dependence on NHA pattern

 To confirm the similarity of the NHA patterns, we observed the topography of the Al 
surface in the noncontact atomic force microscopy mode of scanning probe microscopy (SPM, 
L-Trace II, Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation).  Figures 7–10 show the NHAs of the 
square-hex, octagonal-hex, octagonal-square, and triangular-hex configurations, respectively.  
The measurement location was approximately the center of each NHA.  As shown in Figs. 
7(b)–7(d), the sizes of the NHAs for (b) SQ-hex-VSBPEC (194 nm), (c) SQ-hex-CP (194 nm), 
and (d) SQ-hex-CPPEC (191 nm) were in good agreement, but (a) SQ-hex-VSB had a different 
size.  Therefore, the optical absorption spectra and NHA sizes were in good agreement.  Also, 
O-sq-VSB [Fig. 9(a), 181 nm] and O-sq-VSBPEC [Fig. 9(b), 180 nm], and Tri-hex-VSBPEC 
[Fig. 10(b), 175 nm] and Tri-hex-CPPEC [Fig. 10(d), 176 nm] were similar.  These results show 
that the agreement of optical spectra can be a good indicator for verifying that nanopatterns 
are identically fabricated.  This is a critical advantage for process control because an expensive 
microscopy apparatus is not required.

3.5 Qualitative analyses of shape obtained by VSB and CP methods and PEC

 The images in (a) and (b) of Figs. 7–10 show VSB-exposed NHAs and those in (c) and (d) 
show CP-exposed NHAs.  The VSB patterns were approximated by 10-nm-high rectangles and 

Fig. 7. (Color online) SPM images of hexagonal grid of 200 nm square holes at center of exposed area: (a) VSB 
without PEC, SQ-hex-VSB, (b) VSB with PEC, SQ-hex-VSBPEC, (c) CP without PEC, SQ-hex-CP, and (d) CP with 
PEC, SQ-hex-CPPEC. (b)–(d) are identical. The period of each pattern was 400 nm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Fig. 8. (Color online) SPM images of hexagonal grid of 200 nm octagonal holes at center of exposed area: (a) VSB 
without PEC, O-hex-VSB, (b) VSB with PEC, O-hex-VSBPEC, (c) CP without PEC, O-hex-CP, and (d) CP with 
PEC, O-hex-CPPEC. All NHAs are different. The period of each pattern was 400 nm.

Fig. 9. (Color online) SPM images of square grid of 200 nm octagonal holes at center of exposed area: (a) VSB  
without PEC, O-sq-VSB, (b) VSB with PEC, O-sq-VSBPEC, (c) CP without PEC, O-sq-CP, and (d) CP with PEC, 
O-sq-CPPEC. (a) and (b) are identical. The period of each pattern was 400 nm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Fig. 10. (Color online) SPM images of hexagonal grid of 200 nm triangular holes at center of exposed area: (a) 
VSB without PEC, Tri-hex-VSB, (b) VSB with PEC, Tri-hex-VSBPEC, (c) CP without PEC, Tri-hex-CP, and (d) CP 
with PEC, Tri-hex-CPPEC. (b) and (d) are identical. The period of each pattern was 400 nm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

variable-length shots.  Although it is difficult to quantify the pattern size distribution, the VSB 
patterns seem slightly bumpier than the CP patterns.  This difference was clearest for triangular 
NHAs (Fig. 10).  
 The effect of PEC was also clearest for triangular NHAs.  Without PEC, the realized hole 
size was 50 nm (25%) smaller than the designed value (200 nm).  With PEC, the dose was 
corrected to 1.4×, resulting in a smaller size discrepancy (−25 nm: −12.5% for 200 nm).  The fact 
that we obtained larger NHAs using a higher dose agrees with the fact that we used a positive 
EB resist.
 
3.6 Benchmarking NHA evaluation methods

 Another standard method of evaluating NHAs is SEM observation.  Figure 11 shows SEM 
(S-4700, Hitachi High-Technologies Corp.) images of the center of SQ-hex-VSB, O-hex-VSB, 
O-sq-VSB, and Tri-hex-VSB drawn by the VSB method.  The substrate is dielectric, causing 
the edge of each pattern to blur and making the exact location of the pattern edge unclear.  
In general, one of the reasons of the low resolution of SEM is the actual EB diameter being 
effectively increased by EB irradiation of a large pattern area including NHA edges.  In our 
case of SEM observation, we considered the charge-up phenomenon; in fact, charge-up also 
occurred in SPM, and  during the scanning operation, the images sometimes shifted.  This was 
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due to electric charge-up on the nonconductive (quartz) surface.  Figure 9(a) shows a typical 
example of an SPM image that was transformed as a result of charge-up.  Once charge-up 
occurred, it was necessary to remove the sample from the sample stage and set the apparatus 
to the neutralization setting for about 1 h.  Also, there is a tradeoff between the resolution and 
the view area.  Therefore, we can conclude that SEM and SPM are very useful methods for 
observing the surface locally, but it is not so simple to extend their results to large-area patterns.  
In contrast, our proposed optical absorption spectrum method allows us to verify the overall 
uniformity of NHAs, using only a standard microscope and an inexpensive spectrometer.  Its 
drawbacks are as follows: (1) we cannot observe point defects and (2) it is not straightforward 
to analytically confirm the measured spectra by first- principles calculation or simulation.  As 
summarized in Table 2, SEM/SPM measurement might be susceptible to charge-up on the 
nonconductive surface, but our proposed optical method can overcome this problem.

Fig. 11. SEM images of holes obtained by VSB method: (a) square holes in hexagonal grid, SQ-hex-VSB, (b) 
octagonal holes in hexagonal grid, O-hex-VSB, (c) octagonal holes in square grid, O-sq-VSB, and (d) triangular 
holes in hexagonal grid, Tri-hex-VSB. The period of each pattern was 400 nm.

Table 2
Comparison of methods.
Method Information Charge-up Apparatus Purpose
SEM/SPM Localized shape Susceptible Expensive Analyses
Optical spectra Averaged Immune Inexpensive Monitoring

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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4. Conclusions

 Methods of fabrication nanohole patterns having oblique shapes by EBL were benchmarked.  
A 40-nm-thick Al film nanohole array was fabricated.  Smoother slanted patterns were obtained 
by the CP method than by the VSB method.  PEC was shown to be efficient for obtaining shapes 
closer to the design.  Charge-up was found to impede the precise measurement of nanopatterns 
on glass substrates by both SEM and SPM.  As an alternative method, the measurement of 
optical light absorption spectra was proposed.  The spectra were found to be sensitive to 
variations in pattern size, therefore, making it useful for pattern identity verification without 
using microscopy methods such as SEM and SPM.  
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